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Quicksilver Activ 875 Sundeck, perfect for coastal navigation
Quicksilver presents the Activ 875 Sundeck vessel that comes to complete the four current models 605, 675,
755, 805 Sundeck, and extends the offer in the range of vessels from 6 to 9 meters.

pn

Perfect for coastal sailing, with capacity to carry up to 10 people in category B and 12 in category C of the
CE, the new Activ 875 Sundeck from Quicksilver combines maximum comfort and unique features of the
range with a high degree of practicality to turn life on board into an experience to remember. The highlights
and main features of the Activ 875 include:

A XXL sundeck in the bow with measures 2.25mx 2.25mx 1.21m, with adjustable backrests in various
positions and integrated cup holders
A versatile bath area, ideal for socializing or eating. The optional folding seats create a dining area that
can comfortably accommodate up to 6 people. The aft seating area transforms into an XL 1.90mx
1.60m solarium with direct access to the water thanks to the practicable backrests
Fully equipped kitchen with pressurized water basin, cutting board, double LPG or electric grill burner
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and a side refrigerator drawer. The kitchen is integrated under the cover and slides out when necessary
so it does not take up space when it is not in use
A spacious, ergonomic office with space for instrumentation that includes a 12 "GPS or a 9" dual GPS
A surprisingly spacious multifunctional cabin, with a personal touch that makes it ideal for weekend
getaways or vacations. Large skylights on the side of the hull, practicable openings and the zenith hatch
allow free entry of light and fresh air. During the day, the U-shaped seating area can be used as a dining
area or social area. The interior kitchen with microwave and fridge (50L) will allow you to have a good
hot meal or a cold drink
The cabin offers room for 4 adults to spend the night on board: double bed measuring 2m x 1.80m
and an additional bed in the cabin with stowage space and side skylights
Bathroom in closed cabin with pressurized water basin, shower and toilet with electric shock system
Rear bridge in engine cockpit: easy access from both sides of the transom
Multiple engine configuration options : up to 400 HP for a single motor or double motor up to 500
HP
The Privilege Pack, for those who love the design, includes teak faux finishes, enhanced upholstery and
plaid print and a superior style steering wheel. In addition, it contains improvements for the cabin, such
as stowage boxes with interior upholstery, blue LED lights or the e scotilla with opaque sliding curtain
and anti-mosquito protection mesh .

The Activ 875 Sundeck contains innovative solutions and uses the latest technologies available on the
market: VesselView® Link interface, which displays engine data along with SmartCraft information
on the GPS screen , NMEA 2000 Backbone - VHF and Stereo Fusion equipment can be controlled
through the Simrad system screens - the Active Trim system, the first and only GPS based on the Trim
System - Joystick piloting system for outboard motors, with total 360º control at hand, and the latest
Simrad products: GPS NSS evo3 - Fusion stereo system MS-RA70N - VHF RS20.

As with most Quicksilver models, the Activ 875 Sundeck features the SMART Edition that includes
the folding seats on the starboard command post, cockpit sundeck, refrigerator, microwave, cockpit
curtains, LPG burner and refrigerator drawer.

The Activ 875 Sundeck will be presented at its world premiere at the Cannes Boat Show (from
September 12 to 17), and then at the Southampton Boat Show (from September 15 to 24) and the
Genoa Show (from the 21 to September 26). Afterwards, he will be exhibited at the Nautical Salons of
La Rochelle, Barcelona, Paris and Düsseldorf. For more details, you can check the calendar of events at
www.quicksilver-boats.com .
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